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Address Changzhou Kinder Industry Co., Ltd 
No.68 Kunlun Road, Xinbei District 
Changzhou 213032

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Based on the development of technology and advanced production solution, Kindersolar - a branch of Kinder Industry is an export-oriented enterprise
represented by Shanghai Jiaotong University with production capacity of solar panel and profound advantage of the talented staff. Kindersolar,
majoring on the production, sales of solar panels for terrestrial PV modules and relevant products, as well as solar power system in designing,
construction and application, has established panel volume up to 50MW to meet the requirements of IEC61215, TUV and Korea certificates. Under the
policy of development towards profession, mass production and internationalization, Kindersolar actively improve and develop new products to keep
on offering best service and products to customers.
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